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Dr.GyanChaturvedi(Padmashri Writer) 
 

        
 
Introduction of Interviewee:  
Dr. GyanChaturvedi, a well-knownCardiologist of Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, India.Beside of 
this, he is a great satirist as well. More than his 1000 satire articles have been published in 
various magazines and daily newspapers. In 2002, he got awarded the U.K. Katha Samman for 
his novel Baramasi.His other works like “Pretkatha, Khamosh!”“Nangehammam me 
hain,”“NarakYatra, Marichika,” and“Hum namarab” have a great response from the readers side. 
In 2015, he got Padmashriprestigious award by the Government of India. 
 
His compositions are well-liked on printed media as well as on new media. A large number of 
new media users are in his readership. His interview on Hindi and New Media is very relevant. 
Thus,  I took his interview to know his view on New Media. It is my honour to take his 
interview. 
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“HINDI LITERATURE IN THE ERA OF NEW MEDIA” 
 
 Interviewer(taken by)AmanAakash 
 

Has New media brought a kind of change in the nature of Hindi literature and if it is then 
what kind of change is this? 
 
Gyan sir: We can see many changes day-by-day. In the era of “new media”, newcomer content 
writers are getting golden opportunities. But there are some kind of rawness in their works. For 
them, “new media” has created a large number of amateur writers. Lot of poems, articles, and 
satires are going on the floor but their works are not fully cooked. The quantity of writings have 
increased but the quality is still declining. But it is important that to have a platform. 
 
Has the new media changed the language genre of “Hindi literature”? 
 
Gyan sir: Today, language is constantly changing but this is not because of new media. The 
language has been changed in every era. Now a days, there are lot of abbreviation is being added 
in the language, also adding English vocabulary. Using difficult Hindi words are totally out of 
fashion now. People used to say that new Hindi came in trend. Andeven the publication houses 
like Rajkamal, and Hind Yugm started giving space to new Hindi in their books. As you can see 
the best example of new Hindi in NilotpalMrinal books like Dark Horse and Aughad.The writers 
like Premchand and Amarkant, they used to write easily communicative Hindi. Besides readers 
also like the kind of Hindi written by Nirmal Verma. I donot think so Hindi has changed. 
 
Can we say that new media readers have a different choice? What kind of content does new 
readers like to read? 
 
Gyan sir: We are the users of new media or are we not? It can be said that the readers of new 
media are more informative. But our emotions are the same as it was. Today’s reader also loves, 
hates, despises, and being horrified but yes subject has changed. Just an example, today a lot of 
stories are being written on ‘live-in-relationship’ because readers see the same thing in the 
society. Literature of all time speaks about contemporary issues. Todays’ literature talks about 
todays’ time that’s why readers like it. It has nothing to do with new media. 
 
Has new media reduced the readership of books? 
 
Gyan sir: No, not-at-all. Because of new media, readers of books have been increased. New 
media has totally helped you to not to read useless things. With the help of new media, 
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circulation and readership of many books have been increased. New media is a companion to 
good books. There is some kind of misconception in everyone’s mind that new readers do not 
read books. Actually, they read good books. Even my readership is mostly youth oriented. There 
is a great response of youth on my novels and articles.  
 
 
 
 
 
In this digital world, it is easy to read literature without any cost? 
 
Gyan sir:Obviously. There are many websites where you can download books for free. But the 
good thing is that books are being read and there is no problem if you get it free. 
 
Facebook posts and tweets have reduced readership of long literary works? 
 
Gyan sir: No. All my novels are more than 300 pages. The people read a lot and talk about that 
books. If you travel by train, you see that youth use to keep and readlengthy books. These myths 
are mainly spread by those people who always see bad things over good things. New media has 
created a big platform where people came with their own ideas and books. Suppose, I write a 
book and that book doesnot sell/demand good in market. In this case, we put all blame on new 
media. 
 
Does writers have changed their writing pattern according to new media? 
 
Gyansir: New media is not giving any motivation, so that writers get inspiration to write 
something from it. New media is not a school of literature, where you can gain knowledge. It is 
just a medium to express ourselves. 
 
 
 
What are the possibilities of Hindi literature in New media? 
 
Gyansir: There are lot of possibilities. First thing is that we believe everything is anti-Hindi. 
Readers of Hindi belt are reactionary. Suppose, if you have used English word while writing, 
people claim that you are spoiling Hindi language. It is a misconception that new media will 
drop down Hindi literature. Actually, with the help of new media our Hindi literature has been 
recognized internationally and has created a huge readership. Its our turn to make these 
possibilities into success. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


